
IR-01-22-33519 

10 February 2023 

Scott 
fyi-reguest-20981-cfe3f9af@reguests. fyi. org. nz 

Kia ora Scott 

Thank you for your Official Information Act 1982 (OIA) request dated 31 October 
2022. In your request, you sought the following information: 

1. Commissioner's Maori Focus Forum, for meetings held since the beginning of 2021
2. Commissioner's Pacific Focus Forum, for meetings held since the beginning of 2021
3. Commissioner's Ethnic Focus Forum, for meetings held since the beginning of June

2022

I have considered your request and offer the following response. 

Please see attached appendices for the meeting minutes from February 2021 to 
September 2022 as requested. The meetings have a purpose of providing quality advice 
that help inform Police's strategic and operational decisions. To that effect, you will notice 
that sections have been withheld from the meeting minutes in accordance with the 
following sections of the OIA: 

• 9(2)(a): to protect the privacy of natural persons
• 9(2)(g)(i): maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and

frank expression of opinions by or between or to Ministers of the Crown or
members of an organisation or officers and employees of any public service
agency or organisation in the course of their duty.

The Commissioner held a Joint Commissioner Focus forum in December 2021 and a 
Pacific Focus Forum in June 2021. We have been unable to locate the meeting minutes 
for these particular meetings. As such, this part of your request is refused under section 
18(e) of the OIA, as this information cannot be found. In lieu of the meeting minutes for 
the Pacific Focus forum in June 2021, we have attached the Action point register for this 
meeting. 

You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman of this 
decision. Information about how to make a complaint is available at 
www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or freephone 0800 802 602. 

Naku noa, na 

Mere Wilson Tuala-Fata 
Director Prevention: Innovation & Change 
lwi and Communities 

Police National Headquarters 

180 Molesworth Street. PO Box 3017, Wellington 6140, New Zealand. 

Telephone: 04 474 9499. Fax: 04 498 7400. www.police.govt.nz 
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Time Duration Details Presenting 
 

30mins 

4.2 Operation Oversight 

   

Only option was de-escalation to reduce number of cars and people. 

Restraint of staff on the day was world class.  Lots of feedback from public and better 
understanding on why and how we delivered the approach. 

While we conducted the occupation, it was not our role to solve the underlying issues. 

Greatly appreciative of the support from Manu whenua, Iwi leaders across the motu. 

Acknowledge Wally and his team for their contribution, particularly in the reassurance 
patrols and the role of Māori wardens. 

Words of thanks from members and recognition of how well the Commissioner, Police 
Exec and staff conducted yourselves. Acknowledge the mahi and the challenges ahead.   
Brilliant.  

Appreciate the support I have received from all of you. – CoP 

 

Reflections from members: 

• Some whānau returning have hardened their resolve to their kaupapa and also 
displaying mental health concerns.   

• We were aware that a forced resolution would harden some of those in attendance, 
so we tried to do so with as limited conflict as possible.   

• .  There is still a lot of hurt on 
both sides. 

• Impact of social media and the volume of content and everything being recorded. 
• Highly politicised and pot shots to Commissioner of Police, but all the Forums were 

supportive of you. 
• Managing Māori Wardens and behaviours potentially support of protest action. 
• Disappointed in the misuse of Māori flags.   
• Will need to de-programme some people.  Its unheard of to hear and see people 

going against their marae. 
• Are interested to know what happened in the mix of those in attendance?  Māori 

didn’t seem to be there in the beginning but seems to join and be there at the end. 
• Sad to see what happened at Pipitea marae.   
 

The mixed changed.  Genuine mandate protesters.  Then others arrived with the 
differing kaupapa and the complexity of the situation changed. 

Please pass on words of comfort and acknowledgement to their dedication to resolve 
the occupation.  Acknowledge the wāhine toa who were frontline. 

Acknowledge the role the Police have made to engage with Māori and has only 
improved over the years. 

Everyone has a plan until you get punched in the face.  

 

s.9(2)(g)(i) OIA
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 advised that Auckland secondary schools are concerned about kids being at risk. For many, school is 
one of the few safe places for them.  
 
A question was raised about the connection between absenteeism and crime. In smaller communities, 
absenteeism is easier to deal with but also schools are largely iwi-related – easier to respond on a small 
scale. A strategy for broader pastoral care is needed. More resources are needed to prevent more kids from 
falling into a pattern of truancy. Paora stated that experiences with alternative schooling show that they 
don’t always work. We need to find a balanced way for Police to deal with this now – share the pain. Howie 
shared an example in Taranaki of an alternative sporting programme for kids. This has been successful for 
most which includes manual and physical challenges. Community Police in Auckland could ask schools to be 
more alert to the behaviours of those kids who are persistently truant which may be helpful. 
 
Members are seeing lots of kids in malls with parents who are not in school (mainly 7-10 year olds).  
advised that the evidence is yet to be proven on the role that drugs play in this.  There has to be a better way 
in managing this risk. The Commissioner advised that the allocation of extra frontline police has begun which 
should help restore a focus on core policing including community policing.  
 

 82% of kids are in mainstream. Need a 
willingness for schools to open ears and minds. Need a strategic plan for under-serving mainstream schools. 
Agreement that it would be good to meet with the Minister of Police, who also holds the Education portfolio. 
 

 advised there have been no Oranga Tamariki uplifts in Hawkes Bay since 2019. 
 
Action Point: Request the Minister of Police to attend the next Forum meeting.  
 
 
Update on Te Huringa O Te Tai  
 
The members noted the presentation as provided by Mere Wilson Tuala-Fata (Director Prevention: 
Innovation & Change). 
 

 .    
 

 also asked: How are Police measuring the losses of senior Māori staff? This is to be covered in the next 
item presented by Paula Hill.  
  

 asked: When do we know the tide is turned?   
 
Action Point Invite DC Kura to the next Forum to present on the employee lifecycle and efforts to support 
Māori staff through their employment journey with NZ Police.  
 
Improving recruitment and leadership pathways for Māori in NZ Police (both constabulary and non-
constabulary) 
 
The presentation by Paula Hill (Director of Recruitment) was well received and forum members thanks Paula 
for the insights shared in the presentation. 
 
DC Haumaha advised there has been a massive change since the move away from the concept of a Māori 
recruitment wing in 2008. Highlights include the recent Puhikura recruitment campaign for wahine Māori 
which has seen a significant increase in applications from wahine Māori (60 v 15 before the campaign).  
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Next meeting scheduled: 6 December 2022 – discuss potential agenda items 
Closing karakia 
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General discussion points 
 

The Commissioner invited his advisory board members to bring up any topics they wished to 
discuss 
 
 (The comments outlined below are not verbatim but summaries of Police and advisors’ discussions): 
 

brought up the topic of Youth being photographed by Police. 

The Commissioner clarified that this practice did not have anything to do with face recognition technology as had 
been suggested via news media sources. 
The Commissioner did say that he would welcome advice regarding responding to the criticism that ensured. 
The Commissioner said that he would be discussing these issues over the coming week with Radio New Zealand 
and on Mihirangi Forbes program. He did express concerns around misreporting and unfair treatment. 

 did seek clarification that all photos taken without proper and informed consent were destroyed and 
oner stated that he had asked for people who had such photos taken to come forward and report 

this. 
 

 also brought up the topic of the Independent Police Complaints Authority enquiry into  
inued with the discussions around the photographing of youths. etc. She asked when the 

recommendations would be implemented. 
 
In regard to the IPCA report, the Commissioner commented on: 

• that the implementation of all the recommendations would take time as the review was very thorough. 
• He had e mailed all staff outlining the process going forward. 
• The issue of bullying was not a widespread issue. 
• The complaints were based on internal issues and Police are ahead of where we have been historically. 
• We are tackling issues around fairness and bias. 
• The IPCA have indicated that they are happy that Police are changing things. 

 made general comment that: 
ssue was one of perception. 

• Suggested that in the future, Police may want to communicate with the advisory group who will be happy 
to help by advising on and offering support. 

 commented: 
issue was now political and subject to “media ambush”. 

• Police should also put out the good news stories that are available. 

l: 
ust have a media Comms strategy around all this. 

 
Commissioner confirmed that we do have one. 

i: 
nted on the Ministers focus on Drugs and gangs. Commented about how we were working with 

communities to help around these issues. He also said that it was good to see that we were using a 
Whanau centric approach. 

• Also talked about social cohesion. 
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Commissioner: 
o Agreed with comments. 

 had two questions concerning the photographing of youths and around bias.: 
sked if it was known how many Pacific youth were photographed and whether the Pacific community 

were being asked about this?  
• From prevention perspective, what’s the training around acknowledging/preventing biases. 
 

The Commissioner replied that: 
 The number was not really known. 
 He wanted people to come forward if they were photographed in this manner  
 Regarding bias, few Police understand where bias occurs. It can occur when Police stop 

and speak to people, when charging decisions are being made and where use of force 
occurs and being reported. 

 Regarding charging decisions, Maori are 3 times more likely to be charged with an 
offence and Pacific people are less likely to be charged then all other groups  due to 
perceived Pacific respect for authority (so don’t fail the “attitude” test). 

 Regarding “use of force” issues, we are looking at overseas experience with using body 
Cams to examine interactions between of nt ethnic groups; research is 
being launched to review this issue,  and  from an external perspective  
is coming in to oversee the review.  

 Regarding “Stop and Speak”, this aspect of policing is prone to bias and the need to look 
at more appropriate ways of doing this. Trying to get away from initiating these 
interactions based on a person’s appearance and based more on a person’s behaviour.  

 Bias training on its own does very little to change behaviour.  
 Training needs to include community people (victims and offenders) when delivering 

training, talking about their experiences with Police. Intent is to also build empathy in our 
workforce. 

 commented: 
eeded to bring cultural insights into this area. Utilise Pacific liaison officers and advisory 

group members. 
 Need to let the public know about these initiatives (about bias training /research etc.) and that 

there is research (bias and anti-racism) already available in this area. 
 If this data is available (can it be made available?), advisors can support it. 
 

Commissioner commented that this data is already being peer reviewed.  
o He also commented that staff don’t turn up to do a bad job. 
 

The Commissioner suggested that he would look at involving the Advisory board members regarding research 
programs/projects particularly in this case those that may impact on Pacific peoples.  
  
Also mentioned the Terms of reference (TOR) and other strategies, wanted a conversation and receive advice on 
the TOR and around how we shape our strategies (Pacific one of relevance) and other strategies such as the 
Organised strategy. 
 
(Action point 1 on TOR) 

 
D/C Dunbier commented that the success of the strategies was driven by districts. It was important to engage with 
District groups, it was the districts responsib9ility to implement. 

 that: 
it was important to work alongside Police managers. 

• Even if Police share advice; what is the point unless you wish to draw on our cultural expertise and how do 

s.9(2)(g)(i) OIA
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Commissioner: 
• This aspect is being overseen by DPMC. The Prime minister is very interested in this  work on social 

cohesion and it needs Political leadership. 

: 
 chances are there around a multi-agency approach. Number of agencies have Maori and Pacific 

Ministers. 
• Have concerns re public (opposition) discussions around law and order narrative slowing down help to 

such people/families. Commentary on “soft on Crime” may scare people away from these initiatives. 

 
s in the area are around people not talking to each other. 

• Regarding the whole of Government work, discussions around diversity has been good, but example of 
issues in this conversation; Few years ago, I went to Australia for an interfaith program. There were 
concerns being expressed of radicalism on campuses. 

• How do we get people at community level and agencies to work together; an all of Government 
approach.? 

 
Commissioner 

• Have high hopes but also cautious about the work we may be able to do because of that group of 
Ministers. 

• All of Government work, the social cohesion work; Police supporting this, not leading it. Communities 
should keep an eye on this and ensure they are aware of it. 

 
D/C Dunbier: 

• Around this issue around information and intelligence, originally agencies had not been talking to each 
other. 

• We are now co locating in Christchurch, Wellington, and Auckland to help address this. 
 

 

General Business 

 
cknowledge Rakesh’s Covid updates. 

• Royal Commissioner of enquiry 2007 – Aware reporting period has passed Dame Beasley updates? 
 
Commissioner: 

• We are recommencing our workplace surveys. 
• We have conducted a joint survey with the IPCA; this is giving us a baseline. We will continue to run these. 
• We are looking at bringing in a more modern concept of leadership because some issues related to 

leadership competence. 
 
Can bring updates re this matter to the forum in the future. 
 
(Action Point 4) 

 
e Police again recruiting staff? 

• People need to see themselves reflected in the organisation. 
 
Commissioner: 

• We have slowed this because staff current attrition rate is low; around 2.5% 
• When our Attrition rate is this low, it is difficult to increase diversity with new recruits because of the 

s.9(2)(g)(i) OIA
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limited numbers being recruited. 
• People and their cultural practices now more common in the organisation. The organisation is now more 

open to cultural differences and practices. 
• The issue now is how do we increase this diversity into the leadership roles. 
• This would be a good research topic for the universities to pick up.  

: 
o Comments on Pacific leadership within organisation and need to also include a gender target. 
o Look at research about this topic; research on Pacific leadership, staffing and gender in the Police 

force. 

  
al commentary on Transnational Crime unit, Gangs (issues around West Auckland shooting etc) and 

TOR. 
• Be good to have access, discussions with EBPG. 
• The test will be for the Pacific community to have trust and confidence in the Police. This board may be 

able to provide some information/assurance around this. 
• Suggest that the advisory group should also consider a youth voice; whether on this or other forums. 
• Regarding issues such as the Covid alerts and in the future vaccinations, is Pacific Community compliance 

getting better; is there anything we can do to assist this. 
 
 
Commissioner acknowledged the comments above. 

 
t work is being done to combat Anti Vax information/movement. 

• There is a vacuum re information to combat the anti-vex rhetoric. 

 
o d the forum members could be photographed having their (Vaccine) shots. 

 
Commissioner: 

o That’s a good idea; may talk to Dr Ashley about this. (Action point 5) 

: 
ling out vaccination in different localities. 

o People turning up at wrong times; specially when working with Pacific; will be level of frustration. 
o Comms will be critical. 
o Let’s focus on the 90 % who will come forward and then deal with the remainder (maybe the anti vacs 

group). 
 
Commissioner: 

o Thanked . 
o Will pass  comments on.  (Action point 6) 

 
ked the Commissioner acknowledging the discussion that has taken place. 

• Acknowledged the opportunities for the advisors and Commissioner to work together. 
 
Commissioner asked for Fa’amatuainu to close the meeting with a Karakia. 
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would be the commencement of community feedback and consultation; would welcome 
your support to ensure any feedback or concerns that might exist in the community so that 
we can respond appropriately. The focus of that week is so that people can be equipped to 
face the environment they currently face thus retaining a generally unarmed Police service. 
Will also release an International evidence scan  that we undertook relating to  the 
evidence about general arming and whether that makes Policing and communities safer 
and it unpins the  position we have taken as an executive about remaining generally as an 
unarmed Police service and so we look forward to sharing that with you. 

o Understanding Policing delivery program - We have made some changes with initial 
literature scan by bringing in a new provider to specifically scan lit. that has been 
undertaken by Maori researchers; this will give us a richer picture before we embark  on the 
next stages of the research; continue to have good engagement with the panel; and 
appreciate the perspective they bring on the issues on the issues surrounding bias and 
Policing,  so we are encouraged  not just by what they find, but also  being able to test 
certain ideas for example around frontline safety with a group of people who have a good 
perspective to bring. 

o Organisational and performance framework ( slide in packs): Landing page for frame 
work ; the focus for this is we have line of sight for between our strategic outcomes;  safe 
homes, safe roads, safe communities and the activities we do everyday and try and 
track our performances.  As this develops, we need to embed into it some of the measures 
that are reflected in our Maori, Pacific and Ethnic strategies so that we can be confidence 
how those interventions are tracking as well. This is the first time that we have landed a 
reasonably coherent performance framework and it needs to keep evolving. Happy how its 
tracking and looking forward to doing a presentation to you at our next meeting. 

o Te pae Oranga:  Our investment there has given rise to a program to keep expanding the 
sites; ticking along despite the disruptions of Covid. Again, we will update you as the work 
progresses.  

o Those are probably the big things to comment on but wish to dig into any areas of 
conversation that may be of interest to you. I will pause here and work through the list of 
people present starting with Tino 

 

 
General discussion points 

 
The Commissioner invited his advisory board members to bring up any topics they wished to 
discuss 
 
 (The comments outlined below are summaries of Police and advisors’ discussions): 

 

 
 

 
 

• Thanked the Commissioner for the opportunity. 

• What’s in front of us is all our efforts making sure all our communities and people are safe. 

• Only issue I was going to ask, once you agree on the new approach that will mitigate the general 
arming argument interesting to see what our group thinks. maybe we should do a community 
engagement at that point. That’s the biggest challenge in front of us. Good opportunity for our 
forum to discuss what is the best approach to our communities. 

o Commissioner agreed with  comment; stated that big concern was 
we worked very hard to come up with model that avoids issues we struck with the ART 
model   And 
how do we avoid that situation and create reassurance. Our messaging will emphasis 
our commitment to being generally unarmed and that all of this is about underpinning 
that approach. 
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: 

 

• Echo what  has said. 

• With education some of the border challenges that come up every day; biggest challenge is the 
border on the South Auck side. Thank you for everything being done there. 

• Lot of collaboration in place daily; involved in many hui involved with welfare; concerns raised 
with access to food ; lot in place but seems to be that in some case it still takes quite a while for  
it to reach or be accessed; we continue to work with MSD  because the majority around this is 
happening  in the South Auckland areas. 

• Challenges going forward for education; getting our Pacific and Maori householders connected 
with the digital world; should anything like this happen again, that they are in a better place to be 
able to continue learning;  there is a few issues with our older students needing to go and work 
in supermarkets to bring  income into their families.  ; that’s 
what I am putting on the table to think about.   

• Later commented that in regards the attack at the New Lynn supermarket, two of the injured 
victims were teachers. 

 

 

• Agreed with comments made, getting positive feedback about work done by Police from families 
working with. Feedback generally mixed; families ok with accessing food, but talking with 
teachers, it’s the form filling that has been a problem for families to access food. Main issue is 
the long-term impact; Families wondering where to from here; not able to work; communities in 
building industry not able to work; trying to access wage subsidies; its more of the ongoing 
social economic  issues that concern families in TM.  

• Second point fully support approach where Police are going with general arming of Police.  Point 
made by , it is about community consultation and providing community with 
background knowledge so that they can be informed to make a partnered response; lessons 
learnt with the ART effort in South Auckland.  Some of us had concerns but once we had the 
background knowledge, we could share this with Community.  The program could evolve; 
hopefully not. Regarding the Lynn Mall situation, particularly discussions with Corrections 
there’s learnings there; learnings within correction space   

 
 Acknowledge we need to have more intensive 

partnering with the communities. In regard to Police, people fully supportive of the work Police 
had done.   

 
 

   

• Lot already being said about challenges effecting our communities. The question is where to 
from here as this drags on. We didn’t expect current delta to be what it is. Hopefully we will be 
able to go to level 3 next week then 2 by October.  

• The question is how we mobilise the community so that the most vulnerable get the services 
they need including mental health etc.   

• Would like to thank everyone involved, particularly the Police staff for the work and help they 
have given to us at the food hubs and distributing food.  

• Also commented that Police handled the Lynn mall attack very well. 
o Commissioner acknowledged that people are struggling regarding their mental health 

and family violence during this time. 

 
 

• Acknowledged the New Lynn attack and issues around violence including the Police resource 
commitment regarding these incidents. Also mentioned and commended the work around the 
Performance framework and the Frontline safety program and acknowledged that the it was 
good to involve the advisory group in these discussions and discussing how support could be 
given.,  
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• Echoed  comments around lack of devices; particularly mentioned primary age children 
and those under 5 (mentioned that there were 5-6,000 in this category). Also mentioned that 
parents/families /teachers were worried about their future education prospects. Did say that 
there had been a survey sent out asking how many students would be returning to school when 
Auckland moved into level 3. Results suggested that down South, more had indicated that they 
would be returning compared to the previous Covid lockdown. 

• Also spoke about people having problems with form filling to access food and essentials and 
that people were getting more resistant to filling out forms. The question was then asked if all 
officers will be required to be vaccinated. 

• Later in the discussion she wished to call out the media for identifying ethnic groups whenever 
there was an issue, in this case with reference to the New Lynn supermarket attack 
 

    

• Spoke about vaccination rates and said that it was interesting the number of young people 
that needed to be convinced to get vaccinated. From the information he received, social 
media and other sources were the main problem in regard to their vaccination rates; they 
were getting wrong information. 

• Wanted to acknowledge the Police for some of the work they have been involved with 
including: 

o There was fatal stabbing of a Tongan worker in Oamaru and with the help of Police, 
was able to coordinate with his relatives in Auckland; meant that the person could be 
taken back to Tonga. 

o Regarding funerals, able to work with Police regarding numbers of people attending 
and the emotions that come with this.  

o Police staff (Tongan speaking) have been assisting the community through the 
churches in regard to raising awareness about the problems with drugs.  

• Finally wanted to acknowledge  for all the work they have 
been doing feeding and helping the community. 

o The Commissioner thanked  for his comments. 

 
:    

 

• Wished to acknowledge and thank the Police staff in Tamaki Makaurau for picking up from 
the food distribution centres and delivering food parcels to families in need. 

• The Pacific Community service providers in Tamaki Makaurau are driving the testing and 
vaccination of their people. A lot of this initiative is in coordination with the various churches 
who have been very helpful getting their congregations to come forewarned. This 
relationship has meant that more people are trusting the service providers. 

• Wished to acknowledge  because he has promoted and supported the testing and 
vaccination program. This has led to at least 3,00 Tongan people getting vaccinated. This 
support has enabled the service providers to get youth, through their parents, to come 
forward and get vaccinated. This support from the churches has also helped with getting 
Samoan, Niuean, Cook Island and Fijian communities to come forward for testing and 
vaccinations.  We have also managed to work with people from the Kiribus and Nauruan 
communities who have required assistance. All our vaccination centres are getting busy. We 
held one at Westgate where 13,000 came through to be vaccinated. 

• In regards to getting food  and assistance for people, up to this week, we have dispatched 
7,000 parcels of food and essentials to families in need.( principle out of two Fono hubs) and 
also linking a number of families with MSD so that they could organise short or long term 
support.  

• Other issues affecting our communities have included students calling tutors at 2 -3.00 a.m. 
in the morning worried about their progress etc. There is a real need to get the education 
system back to normal. People have also been stressed about staying in MIQ facilities and 
about their employment.   
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• Wished to acknowledge a lot of the comments that have already been made and wanted to 
acknowledge the work and support being done by the Pacific leaders and service providers 
in Tamaki Makaurau for the Pacific communities. and wished to acknowledge the 
Commissioner for his informed, clear, and succinct leadership to date. 

• University of Victoria was having a Pacific Vaccine day on the 24th September 2021. Inviting 
people to attend and get vaccinated. 

• It is also very good to see Police utilising people with the relevant language skills to discuss 
the programs such as the frontline safety improvement.  These discussions will help people 
understand the Police position on firearms etc. 

 
:   

• Obviously down South, we are on a different alert level, but we need to plan for the future. In 
Canterbury we have been focusing on testing and vaccinations. Currently our over 65-year olds 
are leading the way regarding vaccinations, but we are having problems with the next age group 
down. 

•  We have also found that the families that are struggling this time are the same ones that 
struggled the last time. The concerns will be the longer-term impacts on these families, around 
their education, socially, health and access to assistance. Furthermore, what impact will this 
have on future programs and funding for Police, Justice, Oranga Tamariki and Mental health. 

 
o Deputy Commissioner Wallace Haumaha:   Wanted to acknowledge all the comments 

made around students returning to school, issues around the mental health of people, 
youth issues, psychological issues. He also acknowledged the comments about 
delivering messages regarding Police programs and initiatives in different languages.  

  
Commissioner:  

• Rounding off the meeting, the Commissioner wished to acknowledge Julia and Yvonne for 
agreeing to become wing patrons (Wings 349 and 350). He then thanked everyone for 
attending and asked Sir Michael Jones to close the meeting with a prayer. 

 

The meeting concluded at 1.35 p.m. 
  

 

 
During the discussions the following action/talking points were noted. 

 

 

Action Point 1 
 

 

Commissioner referred members to the Terms of Reference (TOR) and invited 
them to come back with any comments or changes to be considered. 

 

• Note: I have already sent a reminder out to the members to see if they wished 
to submit any comments (Sent on the 7th October 2021). To date I have not 
received any replies. (P Stokes) 

 
Commissioner also stated that the discussion around membership of the forum 
will occur when everyone can again meet face to face. 
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 Agenda Item - Road to zero -strategy – Sector wide – Police just one part – commitment to 
road safety – safe roads. Under scrutiny from partners to lift our game. Will hear from Bruce 
O’Brien who will discuss the strategy; what it’s about etc. 

 
3. Superintendent Bruce O’Brien then joined the meeting and spoke about the Road to Zero 

strategy. 
 

 Provided some background information and road fatality, injury, and cause of crashes 
statistics. 

 
(Commissioner welcomed Pastor Moira Brown and Fa’amatuainu Tino Pereira who had just joined the Link) 
 

4. Forum members: Queries and comments (summarised): 
 

  
o Referred to Pacific strategy – That Pacific people came into the criminal justice 

system via breaches of driver licence compliance and child restraints. 
o Wanted to know if these two issues would be part of the current plan. 
 

 Superintendent O’Brien stated that licences is part of the strategy and for Child restraints, 
these would continue to be addressed via partnerships with agencies such as Plunket; also 
looking at taking people through the supported resolution process rather than courts, so 
these items are definitely part of the strategy going forward. 

 
 : 

o Commented-Road to zero strategy isa great narrative although reference to 
overseas comparisons (Norway, Sweden) via population and roads not known. 

o Wished to continue with  comments. 
o Spoke about education – working and communicating with parents and young 

children –Have found in early childhood education young children very 
impressionable and able to influence their parents and whanau. An example of 
the influence they can have – reduced the amount of rubbish their families had 
during covid, by focussing on recycling.     

o Also interested in the role that ACC play in all this. 
 

 Superintendent O’Brien agreed and made further comments concerning communication 
and children changing adult behaviour etc. Said he could go away and find out more about 
the role ACC (They are really engaged in Road to Zero) does play. (AP?). willing to come 
back through the Commissioner or deputy Commissioner. 

 
 i: 

o Wanted to mention about strengthening community partnerships, partnership with 
community leaders and schools etc. Literacy programs around licencing etc. 

o Messaging (Communications), is important, reaching out to Pacific communities 
using multilingual options. Covid showed the importance of messaging and using 
the correct mediums. 

 
 : 

o Wanted to question the impact of Pacific people driving with wrong licenses or no 
licences. Agreed with  comments about communicating issues/programs 
with communities. Asked if there could be a deep dive to review this issue of Pacific 
noncompliance. 

 
 Comments made by D/C Haumaha and Fata. Fata spoke about the programs in TM, about 

the driver licencing programs with churches; looking to replicate this program around the 
country. 
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 : 

o  Commented about how some in the congregations were happy to sit on restricted 
licences for a long time (10 years). 

 
 Commissioner commented that by and large enforcement works to modify driver licence 

etc behaviour. Would like to see children leaving school with a driver’s licence, but this 
requires curriculum change etc. Commissioner then asked to wrap up this discussion and 
thanked Superintendent O’Brien. 

  suggested the curriculum was more flexible than we might think.  It comes 
down to willingness and flexibility by school leadership.  There are programs in 
schools already. 

 
5. Commissioner - Agenda Items: Covid and Operation Oversight: 
 

 Covid and how services are being managed: 
o In terms of Police, have had between 600 – 0800 people isolating. 
o Have had to prioritise services; could be noticed in some parts of the country. 
o In Pacific community – number of cases proportionately more then in other 

communities particularly in Auckland. Our staff working with other service providers 
assisting them in providing their services. 

o Police mandate from the courts – was deemed justified - about 100 about to be 
terminated now no longer being terminated. Now working with how to bring them 
back into the organisation and look after them. 

o Acknowledged mandate helped us (Police), get from 80% vaccinated to 99% 
vaccination.  

 
  

o Wished to acknowledge the Police teams for supporting the delivery of food parcels 
etc. 

 
 Operation Oversight: 

o Appreciated support expressed during this period. 
o Described difficulties around protests, protestors, and the operations outcome 

including use of force at the end. 
o At Ops termination, 270 people left on site and over 500 police staff were used as 

part of the termination phase.  
o Very proud with staff deployed and their professionalism. 
o Major issues included preventing damage and obstruction to Parliament, buildings 

courts, Law school and businesses. Also, situation in other centres. 
o Relieved to be where we are now. 
o The whole issue showed the importance of maintaining social cohesion. Need to be 

careful not to dismiss the reasons for the protest. 
o Would like to know your thoughts. 

 
6. Summary of members comments regarding the two topics the Commissioner 

covered: 
 
  

o Very proud to witness the absolute courage by you and Police and your sense of 
the courage……, and decisions you made were absolutely the right ones. 

 
  

o Wanted to Thank Commissioner and Police; the Mahi was stunning and had faith 
the whole time that the right decisions to handle the situation would be made.  

o Also wanted to thank you for being the voice of reason and care under much 
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provocation, particularly through the media etc. 
 

  
o Like to endorse all the comments that have been made and congratulate you and 

the team. 
o Also want to acknowledge the role of Te Ati Awa. I thought, that is the beginning of 

something special in this country. 
o We watched from afar and grateful you were in touch 

 
 : 

o Endorsed comments by other members. 
o Wanted to acknowledge courageous leadership, level of discipline; made us feel a 

lot safer.  
 

 Commissioner acknowledged all the comments by previous speakers. Also commented 
about the impact with businesses closing, people not being able to travel for whatever 
reasons; communities who struggled etc. Also spoke about the mix of people protesting. 

 
7. General Business:  
 

 Commissioner Invited Superintendent Fata Willi Fanene to provide a summary of his 
team’s activities before asking members to bring up any topics.  

 
 Superintendent Fata Willi Fanene: 

o Discussed the program to develop partnerships with Communities in Districts. 
Focus is on prevention through partnerships. Discussed: 
 Meeting with the Christchurch Pacific Advisory Group via Webex. 
 Face to face Meeting with Pacific leaders in Invercargill. 
 Online meeting with Pacific leaders in waikato. 
 Face to face meeting with Pacific community leaders in Tauranga. 
 Face to face meeting with Pacific leaders in Northland. 
 Intention has been to develop strong and meaningful relationships. 
 Had to postpone scheduled meetings with Pacific communities in Dunedin 

and Tokoroa because of the concerns with Omicron. 
 Will be covering off more districts over the next quarter; current holdup is the 

high rate of covid in some of the districts, so we have had to slow down our 
meetings. 

 
   

o  Thanked Fata and team for Christchurch meeting and said the activities would be 
great support for the new Liaison officer in Christchurch. 

 
 Commissioner: Thanked Fata for his update. 

o He then commented that he was aware that the members had also been provided 
with dashboard documents for this meeting but again running out of time to discuss 
and there is merit that in future meetings to have space in the agenda to enable 
members to discuss these (A/P – Dashboard – discussion time to be put into 
agendas) 

 
   

o Commented about the impact of Covid in TM. 
o It has been severe, and it’s not well understood by the rest of the country and 

especially policy makers. 
o The impact on our children will play out over the coming years.  Particularly the  

impact of increased violence in the homes, poverty etc; more and more families 
isolating. 

o Impact on biggest city in New Zealand is that it is going to take some time to 
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- New Minister  

Given the current challenges, this meeting of the Pacific Focus Forum is a timely opportunity to rethink the 

role of the forum.  

 

4 focus areas as a result of zoom call earlier this week: 

- Membership 

- Role clarity doesn’t come easily 

-  

  

 

COP –  CoP would like Police to get a perspective on 

community needs that should be met by Police, what would good look like from a Pacific community 

perspective to tackle these issues. Having a clearly defined strategy is important (we do have a strategy for 

this group but does it need to be clearer?) 

 

We would like to have a way to engage in strategy and bring these to life. Looks like a matrix with cross 

cutting issues and how these all relate to each other.   

 

The other value – as community leaders, you have an understanding of what Police is trying to achieve and 

to share that with the community to support the common goals.  

 

Successes: 

- Harder to see these versus Maori and Ethnic, but they are there. We have a very live Pacific staff 

group within NZP 

- Operational successes which have been built on our relationships with the community 

- What’s not so clear is measuring the success at the high level strategic stuff 

- There’s a lot of expectation around what we want to shift but this is not the sole responsibility of 

NZP. But don’t underestimate the reach of this forum and NZP with other agencies or the 

community generally 

 

CoP on structure 

- For the other 2 forums, the structure works well for the intent of those forums. Not so much 

operational impact because this sits at District level 

- Need to have representation where people want to be operating at that level of national 

settings/strategy 

- These meetings are not the heavy lifting, they are direction setting and checking in 

 

 

 

 Pacific resource is a challenge in NZP.  

 

How is the resource being applied to support Pacific strategy? 

Request for interagency representation/attendance at the forum.  

 

.  

 

Key question:  

 

 

.  
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What we are interested in is Pacific data to understand what’s going on in our community.  

 

What are the lead indicators which signal where and when intervention is needed? 

 

There is a need for collaboration at a strategic level as well as on the ground. Different agencies are set up 

to compete. This forum can bring a system wide perspective. 

 

Is there a consistent methodology for collecting ethnicity data across crime (e.g., gangs)?  CoP response: 

like most other agencies, the organisation has evolved faster than the data sets/data collection methods 

have. Data is an ongoing challenge, not just collection but also storing/use (e.g., privacy issues). 

 

Community leaders need to have hard conversations within their own communities on social issues.  

 

CoP to the group:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

Whanau Waiora Action Plan – presentation by Mere 

- How will you measure the impact? 

- CoP: Most tangible example of social sector agencies coming together to focus on complex social 

issues, cross cutting on the issue of family harm. Culturally specific methods of delivery. 

Intersectionality.  

- Question from forum – what’s the sustainability? Need to maintain impacts 3-5 years post 

implementation, has to evolve 

 

Presentation on Retail Crime (Matt T) 

- Whole of sector approach 

- Micro, medium sized retail businesses  

- Impact isn’t what’s stolen, it’s the damage caused (as well as psychological damage) 

 

Data on ram raids: 

- Breakdown of data by age and ethnicity 

- Are there privacy issues with sharing youth offending data with other agencies? 

 

Gangs’ presentation (Sue S) 

- Experiencing gang presence on main roads. CoP response – Operation Cobalt to increase visibility 

and disruption. 

- Questions around youth involved in gangs/ram raids –  

.  
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of the opposition. He raised concerns how a seven-year-old was driving a 
vehicle and partaking in a ram raid.  
 
Commissioner Coster: Acknowledged gang, youth crime and family harm are 
the areas of concern. Explains that gang issues starts early in life and have ties 
with family harm. Police is providing advice to the Minister, considering tools 
for Police to intervene, and liaising with other agencies. 
 

: Raised concerns over gangs using young people and 
feeding them drugs. He further adds that it is similar trend seen in overseas 
and in 2006 when bag snatching, and gang numbers went up. He also raised 
his concerns for increased numbers of ram raids. Requested clarity around the 
Retail Crime Action Plan. AC De Wattignar was noted that this was already 
distributed to the CEFF members one week prior to this meeting.   
 
Commissioner Coster: Explained about the cyclical and generational problem 
and that there is not a clear connection. Only a small number of young people 
demonstrated gang connections. Crimes are committed by kids who have a 
difficult upbringing and dysfunctional home environment. These young 
persons are not going to school and gangs are not using these young people. 
Interventions been done by Family Harm, Justice system and interruption of 
distribution of drugs.  
 

: Raised concerns over schools not engaging with parents. Why 
MSD not suggesting we have after school services. Suggests schools and other 
agencies need to come together.  Police/Social workers know these families. 
Disappointed to see Gandhi Nivas not receiving support. 
 
• Family harm presentation – National Strategy 

o Whānau Waiora 
 

: Raised concerns regarding lot of terminology of acronyms and 
user-friendliness. He suggested to use Simple English. 
  
Seema Kotecha: Explained how the system works, talked about current and 
future initiatives, opportunities to co-respond and Te Pae Oranga (TPO) 
Referrals. 
  

: Shared his own experience being involved in the TPO process. 
Participants need to know that they have come to TPO and that they do not 
understand that coming to TPO is an advantage and they are kept out of the 
Justice system. 
 
DC Haumaha: Noted 10,000 people have gone through the Te Pae Oranga 
(TPO) process. Majority of the people who went through TPO understood the 
process. Participants feedback have been that they felt very lucky to be going 
through TPO. This is a rehabilitation process, not punitive and not Court. 
   
Commissioner Coster: Explained VVS taken on Police cellphone can be used 
as evidence in Court and achieve successful prosecution.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manager Family 
Harm - Seema 
Kotecha 
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A report has come out on unlawful photographing of youth. There will be significant implications. We 
acknowledged the finding of the report, and it also presents a challenge to Police in the way we conduct our 
business. The timing for this report is critical as at the same time we are trying to tackle the issue of youth 
offending in the wider Auckland region. 
 

- stated that there is a lack of awareness and communication about the work Police is doing in 
relation to the Retail Crime Action Plan and there is a lot of misinformation. 
 
Commissioner Coster- stated that the sending out right information in the right way has been an ongoing 
challenge. He stated that there is disparity between the expectation set by the ministerial services and the 
reality of the actual delivery of the plan. As far as Police is concerned, we are on track to deliver the plan 
within the time frame set.  
 
DC Haumaha- Emphasized on the importance of outreach that the CEFF members have and how Police have 
an opportunity to capitalise to communicate with the ethnic communities. He echoed Commissioner Coster’s 
answer to Venkat Raman 
 

- asked about the progress of the Tactical response model. 
 
Commissioner Coster-stated that Police have taken learnings from the Pilot roll out of the tactical response 
model. Police is ready for the national roll out. Police will reach to members of CEFF for any engagement 
opportunities. Police are also working on tactical prevention unit which includes staff with tactical expertise 
and had positive feedback from the roll out of two-man dog units. There has been an uplift and ongoing work 
to increase the tactical training of our frontline staff. 
 

- stated that Police needs to use the outreach of CEFF members and other advocates to get the 
positive news and the truth out. 
Importance of setting out KPI’s and embed them into the Ethnic strategy and development of ethnic 
communities and workforce, so that the advocates like him can reach out to communities and explain what 
Police has done. Emphasized the need to celebrate the hard and good work Police has done. 
 
Commissioner Coster- spoke about the refresh of community policing model which will put an increased 
sense of responsibility and expectation on the leaders for community engagement and maintaining it 
sustainably.  
Spoke about the ongoing work to align the Mäori, pacific and ethnic strategies amongst themselves and with 
Our Business 
Succession management programme for District Commander and Assistant commissioner roles. Pilot was 
completed recently, and this will enable police to develop our people with some focused intentions. 
 

- also spoke about the magnitude of outreach the ethnic partners have and how Police can 
benefit from it. He stated that there needs to more communication about the prevention policing and 
attention to how Ethnic partners can assist with it. 
 
Commissioner Coster- acknowledged the need of increased communication and messaging on key topics. 
Police can re-engineer some internal communication that is given to the executive leadership and make that 
available to the leaders of the ethnic communities.  
 
DC Haumaha- Highlighted the increased engagement, forming partnerships and strengthening the existing 
partnerships since 2006. Police have come a long way to diverse our workforce but there is a long way to go. 
There is room for celebration, there is a room for improvement and there is a dire need for all of us to work 
collaboratively.  
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- Public interest Journalism Fund recipients have an obligation to report on good work stories. 

Police can make use of this resource to increase positive communication.     
 

- Talks about the perception that the ethnic communities have that they will be treated 
differently as compared to anyone and what is Police doing to change the perception. 
How much support and funding does the MPES, and the community policing get? 
 
Commissioner Coster- assured that investment in MPES and community police has greatest it’s ever been. 
There is an internal tension among the resources when it comes to the needs of response and prevention.   
We always advocate for more support and resources for prevention and community policing, and we have 
diverted resources to community and prevention policing. 
 
He appreciated that the perception is strong of ethnic people being treated different to others, but it is not 
close to the actual reality. There is a great disparity between what is an offence and what is perceived to be an 
offence. 
 
2. Update on the Ethnic Strategy  
Rakesh Naidoo- National Manager Ethnic Partnerships Team 

• Advised that work has begun to refresh all three of New Zealand Police’s community engagement 
strategies and acknowledged the contribution to the refresh by all the members through online 
forums. 

• Detailed how the strategy will enable Police to deliver the service we provide to ethnic communities 
and how this will be achieved. 

• Recognized the need to align the stand-alone strategies that have existed as separated for a long 
time. 

• Provided a list of challenges, progress and highlights collated by the prevention strategy team against 
the Ethnic Strategy. 

• Identified that challenges that remain and the way forward to overcome them. 
• Feedback has been incorporated into a draft of the refresh of the Ethnic Strategy and is awaiting 

further direction. 
 
DC Haumaha- 
Acknowledged the importance integration and alignment of all the strategies with each other as well as the 
challenges we are working towards. 
 

 
District Ethnic advisory boards in Auckland were dissolved despite the statement that the members would be 
consulted before they were dissolved. He expressed dissatisfaction and disappointment. He would like to 
know if other board in Mäori and Pacific space were also dissolved.  
 
Commissioner Coster- Apologised and stated that he did not approve any such dissolvement. He 
emphasized the need to address this. Commissioner is not aware of any other boards that were or are being 
dissolved. 
 
Pancha Narayan- Acknowledged the exemplary work in the delivery and refresh of the Ethnic Strategy. He 
emphasized the need to set up Ethnic advisory boards around the country. 
 
Commissioner Coster- stated that the refresh of community police is taking place and there will be an 
increase sense of expectation of community engagement with our communities placed on the leaders in the 
districts across the country. 
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-Acknowledged the positive done by Police behind the scenes which the public don’t see. 
Also acknowledged the response to the March 15 terrorist attack. He stated that he does not want Police to 
dilute their processes to promote ethnic workforce, but he would appreciate a supportive pathway for them to 
progress. 
 
Commissioner Coster- will seek a report on the employee life cycle which looks at the progress of an 
employee from recruitment to retirement, this will enable Police to better support the ethnic support through 
their career progression.  
 
3. Improving recruitment pathways for Ethnic recruits into NZ Police (both constabulary and non-

constabulary) 
Paula Hill – Director of Recruitment 

• Progress to reflect the growth of Police against the communities we serve since 2017. 
• Comparison of Ethnic workforce versus the Ethnic population. 
• 203% and 113% increase in the recruitment of females and males, respectively.   
• Importance of identifying our culture, our connection, and our capability. 
• Police pathways program and recruitment engagement reaching out to over 900 students across the 

country. 
• Dedicating time and resources of the media team for the Ethnic space inspired from the action points 

from the last forum. 
• Promotion of non-constabulary roles as well as the constabulary roles and identifying priorities of 

recruitment. 
• Identifying priorities and engaging with ethnic groups and communities to work towards increased 

representation of ethnic communities in the Police.  
 

-Emphasized the importance of having a vision where we no longer have the need to have 
different priorities for the recruitment of Ethnic workforce.  
 
Commissioner Coster- said that the challenge remains in a positive way that there are incredible number of 
ethnicities and communities we have in the present day and age of diverse Aotearoa. Achieving an equal 
representation of the under representative communities into the workforce can only be achieved by over 
recruiting them, therefore setting the priorities.  
 

- would like to know what the shortfall is for recruitment targets for Police every year and what 
are the attrition rates for Ethnic staff. 
 
Commissioner Coster- stated that we are hitting the target in terms of recruiting people each year, the focus 
is on equal representation of all the communities. The attrition rates are provided in equity of service report 
provided as a part of meeting papers. 
  

 –Challenged that the vision for Police needs to be a future where there is no need to separate 
recruitment campaign for any Ethnic community and there is a focus on the workforce as one with an equal 
representation of all. 
 

-advised that us as the representatives of the ethnic communities also have a 
responsibility to educate people and promote ethnic recruitment into Police. 
 

l-emphasized on the importance of promotion of non-constabulary roles and identifies it as a great 
opportunity. 
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- recognised how valuable it is for high school students to be reached and the potential in that 
sector for future recruitment from his own experience of organising such sessions. 
 
4. Update on Retail Crime Action Plan 
Mere Wilson Tuala-Fata- Director- Prevention- Innovation and Change with Matt Tierney- Manager- 
National Retail Investigation. 
 

1. Even though the announcement was made in May 2022 for the funds, Police were given the project in 
mid-July. Funds will not come to Police until October. 

2. Police are managing the incoming queries and request as well as designing of the plan. 
3. A workshop has been set up with the ELO’s for the Retail Crime Action fund and enable them to be 

the assessors as part of this plan.  
4. Explained that this is not a fund that one can apply for. Fund has enabled the plan and stores will be 

identified as those which require preventative measures and then fund them. 
5. Acknowledged the difference between the information coming from the minister’s office and reality of 

the groundwork that Police is doing. 
6. There will be a press release and communication to inform and educate the public and a web page for 

internal staff. Acknowledged the need for this communication to be in all the required languages. 
7. There is an idea of doing an outreach or engagement activities to connect with the communities. 

 
- likes the open mind approach that not everyone needs a bollard. What does that mean? He 

also seconds the idea of community outreach and extends his support. 
 
Matt Tierney- identified a common trend where the retailers don’t need the preventative measures that they 
want. This plan is holistic and prevention through this programmed is not limited to bollards. These retailers 
are not prevention experts and that’s where this plan comes into place to deliver focused prevention through 
partnerships. 
 

-What is the buy in? Is it all being paid out by the government? 
 
Matt Tierney- states that there is need for a buy in from the retailers for an increased sense of responsivity. 
The process is a partnership focusing on working together. There is a need for identifying and educating what 
low-cost measures taken by store can complement or support what the Retail Crime Action Plan is set to 
achieve. 
 

-What is the level of understanding amongst the retailers about the plan? 
 
Matt Tierney - Explained that it is an engaging process and communication is maintained to provide a good 
understanding of the process. 
 
Mere- Updated on a plan that will be designed to educate all staff and train them to better support retailers 
and answer some of the questions they might have. 

 
5. Update on Te Pae Oranga 
 
Mere Wilson Tuala-Fata- Director- Prevention- Innovation and Change  

• Referrals are tracking up and priority is in progress to consolidate adult panels. 
• Trialing of Rangatahi panels in Christchurch. 
• Recognized the importance of representation of panel members, representing the participants. 

Communications and work are in progress to diversify the make of the members of these panels. 
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